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The Cinema8 team continues to reiterate their commitment to helping people create captivating

stories and share them with their audience through immersive videos, as substantiated by the

accolades pouring in from different quarters. The Cinema8 platform is designed to ease the

process of creating interactive and 360-degrees videos using powerful, easy-to-integrate in-video

tools, with the reviews from users indicating customer satisfaction.

Trend In The Global Digital Video Content Market

The global digital video content market has witnessed tremendous growth over the years, as

businesses, as well as individuals, seek to harness the features of motion pictures to

communicate with their target audience. A recent report put together by the IMARC Group

revealed that the global digital video content market reached a value of $151.4 billion in 2021.

The report also stated that the market is expected to reach US$ 391.1 billion by 2027, driven by

the increase in the demand for digital video content, particularly from the younger population,

due to the boost in sales of smartphones and the rising number of devices that can support

digital media. The figures also make digital video content one of the most convenient modes of

entertainment, easily accessible through a number of devices. Despite the amazing figures from

the market and the increasing popularity of videos, thousands of businesses still struggle to

create content that captivates the attention of their audience. However, Cinema8 aims to change
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this narrative by giving access to top-notch tools as made available on their intuitive video

studio.

Overview of The Cinema8 Platform

Cinema8 brings the next generation interactive video technology, with support for several kinds

of video interaction and user engagement on linear and 360 videos. The brains behind the

platform have structured it in a way to combine versatility with user-friendliness, delivering a

truly creative tool for all industries and helping users to create an immersive experience for

viewers.

The features and functionalities of Cinema are suitable for gamification, filmmaking, marketing

and sales, and e-learning, helping to enhance the teaching and learning experience and

ultimately ensure improved performance. Other available solutions on Cinema8 are AR-360°

with interactive widgets for creating 360-degrees videos and implementing AR solutions, e-

commerce for showcasing products using engaging videos, financial services, FMCG for creating

an interactive marketing strategy to improve customer’s loyalty, healthcare to enhance

communication for professionals and patients, automotive, education, agencies, and a host of

others.

Features Of Cinema8

Cinema8 is designed as an intuitive video studio to help people create videos with interactive,

eye-catching, and unique features that drive engagement. Modules of Cinema8 are Interactive

Video, Cinema8 Synch, Streaming and Storage, Live Streaming, 8Play | Tube, and Analytics.

The easy-to-navigate tool allows users to easily drag and drop elements for the video as well as

add questions, feedback, buttons, overlays, custom forms, and clickable areas, amongst others.

Users can also create interactive stories, interactive experiences, engaging 360° augmented

reality videos, automatically generate analytics reports for data gathering, and leverage a

constantly evolving library of ready-to-use widgets, or develop powerful video widgets to

integrate.

Cinema8 also has other resources that make it an all-inclusive video creation ecosystem for

forward-thinking professionals and organizations, with the University8 providing a collection of

courses, video tutorials, and guides to help users get started on the right path. There is also

Community8, an online community to share ideas and network with other users, and Play8, a

library of some of the best interactive videos created by passionate members of the Cinema8

community.

Feedback From Users Of Cinema8

Cinema8 has grown in popularity across industries, with a plethora of success stories from major

brands in different parts of the world. “Since we are an educational institution, we wanted our

students to take a quiz while watching the lecture video without going away from the video.

Thanks to Cinema8, we have had this infrastructure. We are able to view and evaluate the



detailed reporting data of the videos and exam results on the analytics page of Cinema8,” said

Kerem Atar, Digital Operation Center Executive, Just English.

The brains behind Cinema8 have also expressed their readiness to work with organizations to

deliver the best experience.

For more information about Cinema8 and the range of solutions offered, visit -

https://cinema8.com/. Cinema8 is also on several social media platforms, including Facebook

and LinkedIn.
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